7th Coordination meeting in Otaci – 10.05.22

**Participants:** UNHCR, ACTED, Mayor of Otaci, Mayor of Unguri, IOM, Border police, Blue Dot, CDA, EUROBAM, Emergency Coordination Cell, Helvetas

**Agenda points**

Context updates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
<th>Agreements/ Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context updates</td>
<td><strong>Key points discussed:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|               | • Child services from Ocni rayon explained the practical steps and protocols in case of identification of UNSC. Blue Dot agreed to help in exceptional cases with transportation, if requested. Given that Blue Dot is present 24/7, this is excellent. Border Police and Child Services agreed to coordinate bilaterally on the engagement of the social assistants to whom BP should reach out in case of UASC identification.  
  • Calaraseuca center – rules of the residence (ensuring that people are not asked to leave after 3 days) will be placed on the wall of the center, so the residents are aware of their rights. (Follow-up: Mr. Bagrii)  
  • IOM informed about the intention to start vouchers program in the North of Moldova. To avoid the follow-up with ACTED, the issue will be taken to Cash WG in Chisinau (IOM and ACTED to follow-up).  
  • ACTED continues with preparation of the materials for the tent/info point at the BCP.  
  • Leaflet on the services at Otaci BCP was finalized, please see attached the pdf version.  
  • Mayor of Unguri and Otaci raised the issue that the people who register for cash program are often coming from the Ukrainian side of the border just for the cash program, but they are not necessarily refugees residing in the community. In the small communities, this issue is easier to address, as the townhall has lists of all |
the people residing in the community, which are regularly updated. In the town like Otaci (7000 people) the checks of the people are more difficult. ACTED will follow up for guidance with the cash FP in Chisinau. UNHCR also have raised the issue with cash FP in Chisinau.

- Follow up on the ambulance presence at the BCP: during the day time BRF will cover the need; during the night time – local medical services. UNHCR also needs to share the contacts of Valcinet community (near Otaci) where people in need of medical services were identified, potentially for the follow up of the BRF.
- ACTED provides catering for Calaraseuca center (through local restaurant, when needed).
- Helvetas joined the meeting. The organization is considering the review of its activities in Otaci.
- IOM and UNHCR, with the Mayor’s office, will present the site upgrade plan on May 17th (next coordination meeting).
- Unguri Primaria will be joining the weekly Coordination meetings.